
Editorial Comme~t

,.Established Precedent"

levers could be secured by eliminating the indication
locking, as the lever movement could be completed with
one operation. For convenience, a light indication
could be used above the level' to indicate the position of
the switch. These new methods in interlocking practice
are the logical developments of the substitution of elec
trical circuits for mechanical connections for locking.
These changes are not only possible, but will no doubt
appear in interlocking plants. constructed in the near
future.
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\\'itness the discussion printed in the "\Vhat's the
4,llSWer?" pages of this issue relating to the effect of <'
stand,mJized polarity of corUlectioll on the life of the
contacts of relays. It has been a common, but not um
Yersal, practice to connect the positive side of any signal
CIrCUit to the heel of the contact so that the direction
I f current flow (as the tenn is commonly lmderstood)

from metal to carbon, Extensive laboratorv tests
lade bv one manufacturer to determine whether the
c.hnty of current at relay contacts had any effect on

lIe tunctionmg ot the contact, indicate that nothing
pparently is gained from an electrical standpomt by
(Ihering to the p,'csent practice, On the other hand,
es s conducted by another signal manufacturer indicate

that, in the case of highly inductive circuits, it is much
better to connect the positive wire to the front, or car
bon, post of the relay. This evidence clearly contradicts
what has been accepted as an "establishcd precedent,"
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Changes in Types of Interlocking

I NTERLOCKING is defined as an arrangement of
switch, lock and signal appliances so interconnected

that their movements must succeed each other in a pre
determined order. In the early days of mechanical in
terlocking plants, the signals, switches, derails and locks
were all connected to the levers by pipes or wire lines,
and the mechanical locking in the machine was so ar
ranged that the levers had to be operated in a prede
termined order. With the development of power
interlocking, the levers operated circuit controllers
which governed the movement of the switches, signals,
etc., and were also so connected as to operate the me
chanical locking, which latter function necessitated that
the leve.rs be operated in a predetermined order.

With the development of the track circuit, the pres
ence of a train on a certain section of track was utilized
to control electric lever-locks, supplementing the me
chanical locking in preventing the operation of certain
levers. Likewise, detector track circuit locking has rap
idly replace.d detector bars as a means of preventing the
operation of a switch under a train, while electric ap
proach locking is utilized to prevent the changing of a Better HOl/sing Quarters for Maintainers
route after it has been accepted by an approaching
train, Route locking is effective in maintaining the ~F \R Sam du i 1!S H'c pc.rio' o~ exten,i\ era'!. a I
integrity of a route during the movement of a train .ll. a ruction, ,e\\ lines wer bu It ti r ugh spa' cI
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and switches in a route which lock the signal lever, ~an, employeeS I'cgulady statIOned at small towns or
and even this can be eliminated, except for facing point uuth .'1g points. As the towns grew up the practice of
switches and derails. Quicker operation of the switch r r(Jviding residetlles has been discontinued. These cir-
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